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Abstract. A new family of polynomials, called cumulant polynomial sequence, and its extension
to the multivariate case is introduced relying on a purely symbolic combinatorial method. The
coefficients are cumulants, but depending on what is plugged in the indeterminates, moment se-
quences can be recovered as well. The main tool is a formal generalization of random sums, when
a not necessarily integer-valued multivariate random index is considered. Applications are given
within parameter estimations, Lévy processes and random matrices and, more generally, problems
involving multivariate functions. The connection between exponential models and multivariable
Sheffer polynomial sequences offers a different viewpoint in employing the method. Some open
problems end the paper.
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1. Introduction

The so-called symbolic moment method has its roots in the classical umbral calculus
developed by Rota and his collaborators since 1964, [15]. Rewritten in 1994 (see [17]),
what we have called moment symbolic method consists in a calculus on unital number
sequences. Its basic device is to represent a sequence {1, a1, a2, . . .} with the sequence
{1, α, α2, . . .} of powers of a symbol α, named umbra. The sequence {1, a1, a2, . . .} is said
to be umbrally represented by the umbra α. The main tools of the symbolic moment
method are [7]:

a) a polynomial ring C[A] with A = {α, β, γ, . . .} a set of symbols called umbrae;

b) a unital operator E : C[A]→ C, called evaluation, such that

i) E[αi] = ai for non-negative integers i,
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ii) E[αiβj · · · ] = E[αi]E[βj ] · · · for distinct umbrae α, β, . . . and non-negative inte-
gers i, j, . . . (uncorrelation property).

The linear operator E looks like the expectation E of a random variable (r.v.) and ai is
called the i-th moment of α. This method shares with free probability [12] the employment
of moments as a tool to characterize r.v.’s. In particular, a r.v. X is said to be represented
by an umbra α, if its sequence of moments is umbrally represented by an umbra α.

One feature of the method is that the same sequence of numbers can be umbrally
represented by using two distinct umbrae. When this happens, the umbrae are said similar.
More in details, two umbrae α and γ are similar if and only if E[αi] = E[γi] for all positive
integers i, in symbols α ≡ γ.

In the following, we give an example on how to benefit of working with powers instead
of indexes.

Example 1. If {ai}, {gi}, . . . , {bi} are sequences umbrally represented by the umbrae
α, γ, . . . , ζ respectively, then

E(α+ γ + · · ·+ ζ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

i =
∑

k1+k2+···+kn=i

(
i

k1, k2, . . . , kn

)
ak1gk2 · · · bkn (1)

for all non-negative integers i. If we replace the set {α, γ, . . . , ζ} by a set of n distinct and
similar umbrae {α, α′, . . . , α′′}, from (1) we have

E[(n.α)i] = E[
(
α+ α′ + · · ·+ α′′

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

i
] =

∑
λ`i

(n)l(λ)dλaλ (2)

where the summation is over all partitions∗ λ = (1r1 , 2r2 , . . .) of the integer i, aλ =
ar11 a

r2
2 · · · and

dλ =
i!

(1!)r1(2!)r2 · · · r1!r2! · · ·
is the number of i-set partitions with block sizes given by the parts of λ. The new symbol
n.α on the left-hand-side of (2) is called the dot-product of n and α and is an example
of symbolic device useful to allow generalizations. Indeed in (2), set E[(n.α)i] = qi(n)
and observe that qi(n) is a polynomial of degree i in n. Suppose that we replace n by
an umbra γ. The symbol having sequence E[qi(γ)] as moments is denoted by γ.α. If γ
umbrally represents the moment sequence of an integer-valued r.v. N, then γ.α umbrally
represents the moments of a random sum SN = X1 + · · ·+XN with the independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) r.v.’s {Xi} umbrally represented by α. Then the umbra γ.α
is a symbolic device to manage a sum of γ times the umbra α.

∗Recall that a partition of an integer i is a sequence λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λt), where λj are weakly decreasing
integers and

∑t
j=1 λj = i. The integers λj are called parts. The length l(λ) of λ is the number of its

parts. A different notation is λ = (1r1 , 2r2 , . . .), where rj is the number of parts of λ equal to j and
r1 + r2 + · · · = l(λ). We use the classical notation λ ` i to denote that λ is a partition of i.
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Despite the considerable development of the method from its first version [17] and
the various applications within probability and statistics (see [4] for a review), the aim
of this paper is to re-formulate this symbolic method in terms of cumulant sequences.
The reasons of this choice are twofold. First, cumulant sequences have nicer properties
compared with moment sequences. In particular, if {ci(X)} is the cumulant sequence of a
r.v. X, then the following properties hold for all non-negative integers i: (Homogeneity)
ci(aX) = aici(X) for a ∈ C, (Semi-invariance) c1(X + a) = a+ c1(X), ci(X + a) = ci(X)
for i ≥ 2, (Additivity) ci(X1 +X2) = ci(X1)+ ci(X2), if X1 and X2 are independent r.v.’s.
Moreover they represent a nimble tool to deal with random sums SN = X1 + · · · + XN .
Indeed if KN(z) is the cumulant generating function (cgf) of N and KX(z) is the cgf of
Xi, assumed to be convergent in some open set, then

KSN (z) = KN(KX(z)) (3)

is the cgf of SN . Although, in [16] Sturmfels and Zwiernik have underlined that “the
umbral calculus is an approach to combinatorial sequences using cumulants,”up to now,
by using both the operator theory and the symbolic method, the theoretical approach has
been focused on moments. Indeed, when in 1994 Rota decided to turn upside down the
umbral calculus, outlining what he considered to be the correct syntax for this matter, he
used the Laplace transform. In this paper essentially we propose to employ the logarithm
of Laplace transform not only for the properties of cumulants but also because, according
to (3), to work with compositions of power series corresponds to work with cumulant
sequences. Recall that generating functions (gf’s) are employed in the so-called symbolic
combinatorics. Symbolic combinatorics is a unified algebraic theory dedicated to functional
relations between counting gf’s, employed in place of more traditional recurrences [11].
Gf’s are formal power series like

∑
i≥0 aiz

i ∈ C[[z]] and operations on gf’s exactly encode
operations on counting sequences through coefficients. Moreover, differently from symbolic
combinatorics, the symbolic method works on polynomial sequences and operations on
gf’s encode operations on polynomial sequences in such a way that new sequences are
generated by a suitable replacement of the indeterminates, as shown in Example 1. This
replacement allows us to speed up many of the computations usually employed in statistics
and involving polynomial sequences. In this paper, we show that further simplifications
are obtained if instead of working with polynomials whose coefficients are moments, as in
Example 1, we deal with polynomials whose coefficients are cumulants and for this reason
called cumulant polynomial sequences. Despite the name, they are moments of stochastic
processes with independent and stationary increments † but depending on what is plugged
in place of indeterminates, cumulants can be recovered too. The usefulness of this device
is showed along the paper with examples and through different applications involving both
stochastic processes and multivariate statistics.

†A continuous-time stochastic process is a family of r.v.’s {Xt} indexed by a time t ≥ 0. The increments
are the differences Xs−Xt between its values at different times t < s. The increments of Xt are said to be
independent if Xs−Xt and Xu−Xv are independent r.v.’s, whenever the time intervals (t, s) and (v, u) do
not overlap and for any non-overlapping time intervals. The increments are said to be stationary if their
probability distribution depends only on the time interval length s− t.
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For shortness, we refer to the multivariate setting of cumulants with exponential gf’s.
A sequence {ci} is the (multivariate) cumulant sequence of {mi} if

∑
i≥0

mi
zi

i!
= exp

(∑
i>0

ci
zi

i!

)
. (4)

Equation (4) is well defined in the ring† of formal power series C[[z]] (cf. [11]). For d =
1, h(t) = exp(t) and f(z) =

∑
i>0 ciz

i/i!, equation (4) is a particular case of composition
of general formal power series

F (z) = h(t1, . . . , td)| ti=fi(z)
i=1,...,d

= h[f1(z), . . . , fd(z)]. (5)

Note that to allow computations fi(0) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d that is fi(z) needs to be a
so-called delta series. The multivariate Faà di Bruno’s formula returns the coefficients of
(5). Differently from [8], in the following, we consider both h and {f1, . . . , fd} to be cgf’s.
This corresponds to work with a random sum‡ SN = X1 + · · · + XN of independent
random vectors i.d. to X, indexed by a multivariate non-negative r.v. N . The new
symbolic calculus we are going to propose allows us to replace the index N , with a d-
tuple of symbols representing a sequence of cumulants not necessarily corresponding to an
integer-valued random vector.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the symbolic method is intro-
duced in terms of cumulants. Section 3 is devoted to cumulant polynomial sequences and
their applications to Lévy processes and multivariate statistics. Section 4 introduces some
generalization of cumulant polynomial sequences to the multivariate case. Applications
to random matrices and exponential models are given. A special attention is devoted to
connections with symmetric functions and their applications to simple random sampling.
All the matter is dealing with the syntax of random vectors: the symbolic calculus is em-
ployed as a tool to lighting proofs and computations when necessary. We focus on some
open problems at the end of the paper.

2. The cumulant symbolic method

To introduce the multivariate version of the symbolic method in terms of cumulants we
need to focus our attention on additivity property, formulating the uncorrelation property
ii) of the linear operator E in a different way.

Let us consider d umbral polynomials {κ1, . . . , κd} ∈ C[A]. We define the support of
an umbral polynomial as the set of all umbrae occurring in it and we assume {κ1, . . . , κd}

†The ring of formal power series C[[z]] is the set CN of infinite sequence of elements of C, written as infinite
series

∑
i≥0 aiz

i, where z is a formal indeterminate. Formal power series extend the usual operations
on polynomials. Any process on series involving each coefficient with only finitely many operations is
well-defined.
‡As we work with different types of random sums, univariate r.v.’s indexed by multivariate r.v.’s, multi-
variate r.v.’s indexed by univariate r.v.’s and multivariate r.v.’s indexed by multivariate r.v.’s, then we use
the bold letter to help in distinguishing among different cases.
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have support not necessarily disjoint. For d-tuples κ = (κ1, . . . , κd), the support is the
union of the supports of {κ1, . . . , κd}.

Definition 1. Two d-tuples κ and κ̃ are said to be uncorrelated if they have disjoint
supports.

Now assume {ci} ∈ C with i = (i1, . . . , id) ∈ Nd0 a multi-index of non-negative integers.
Define an unital linear operator E : C[A]→ C such that

a.1) E
[
κi11 · · ·κ

id
d

]
= E [κi] = ci, for d-tuples κ = (κ1, . . . , κd);

b.1) E
[
κiκ̃j · · ·

]
= 0 for all i, j, . . . ∈ Nd0 if κ, κ̃, . . . are uncorrelated d-tuples.

Assume E [κ0] = 1. From a.1), we say that the sequence {ci} is umbrally represented by
the d-tuple κ and ci is the i-th cumulant of κ. According to Definition 1, let us observe
that E [κi] = 0 for some i, if the elements in the d-tuple (κ1, . . . , κd) can be split in (at
least) two tuples (of lenght less than d) such that any element of the first tuple has disjoint
support with any element of the second tuple.

Lemma 1. If κ and κ̃ are uncorrelated d-tuples, then

E[(κ+ κ̃)i] = E[κi] + E[κ̃i] for all i ∈ Nd0 . (6)

Definition 2. If E [κi] = E [(κ′)i] for all i ∈ Nd0 , then κ and κ′ are said to be similar, in
symbols κ ≡ κ′.

Note that there always exists two (or more) d-tuples of similar umbrae κ and κ′, having
{ci} as the cumulant sequence.

Definition 3. The gf of κ is f(κ, z) =
∑
i≥0 ci

zi

i! ∈ C[[z]].

Note that the gf of κ is such that f(κ,0) = 1 differently from the cgf of a random vector
such that K(0) = 0. Moreover, if κ and κ̃ are uncorrelated d-tuples then f(κ + κ̃, z) =
f(κ, z) + f(κ′, z) and κ ≡ κ̃ if and only if f(κ, z) = f(κ′, z).

Example 2 (Multivariate Gaussian random vector). Assume X a multivariate Gaussian
random vector with mean m and full rank covariance matrix Σ, that is X ∼ N(m,Σ).
The symbolic counterpart of X is the d-tuple κX with gf f(κX, z) = 1+〈m, z〉+ 1

2〈z, zΣ〉,
with 〈·, ·〉 the usual scalar product of vectors.

2.1. Generalized umbral sum

Convolutions of independent r.v’s correspond to a summation of cumulant sequences;
random summations of independent r.v.’s corresponds to the composition of cumulant
sequences, and generalize convolutions. In this section we generalize random summations
to the new umbral setting.
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We first recall a combinatorial tool introduced in [8], paralleling the notion of integer
partition for multi-indexes. A partition λ of a multi-index i is a matrix λ = (λrs) `
i of non-negative integers and with no zero columns, in lexicographic order, such that
λr1 + λr2 + · · · + λrk = ir for r = 1, 2, . . . , d. As for integer partitions, the notation
λ = (λ

r1
1 ,λ

r2
2 , . . .) denotes a matrix λ with r1 columns equal to λ1, r2 columns equal

to λ2 and so on, with λ1 < λ2 < · · · . The integer ri is called multiplicity of λi. Set
m(λ) = (r1, r2, . . .). The number of columns of λ is denoted by l(λ). For example if
i = (2, 1) then

λ =

{(
2

1

)
,

(
0 2

1 0

)
,

(
1 1

0 1

)
,

(
0 1 1

1 0 0

)}
. (7)

Remark 1. A partition λ ` i is a different way to encode multiset partitions with multi-
plicities i. For example, if M = {µ1, µ1︸ ︷︷ ︸

2

, µ2︸︷︷︸
1

} with i = (2, 1) then

{
{µ1, µ1, µ2}

}
,
{
{µ1, µ1}, {µ2}

}
,
{
{µ1, µ2}, {µ1}

}
,
{
{µ1}, {µ1}, {µ2}

}
are partitions of M whose multiplicities correspond to the different partitions λ of i in
(7).

Assume SN = X1 + · · ·+XN a sum of indipendent random vectors i.d. to X, indexed
by a non-negative integer-valued r.v. N. In the following the cumulant sequence of X
is denoted by {ci}, if there exists. Otherwise we refer to the umbra κX representing the
sequence {ci} through the evaluation E. The same holds for the index N.

Lemma 2. If {hi} is the cumulant sequence of a random sum SN , {gk} is the cumulant
sequence of N and {ci} is the cumulant sequence§ of X then

hi = i!
∑
λ`i

gl(λ)
m(λ)!λ!

∏
j

c
rj
λj
, (8)

where the summation is over all partitions λ of the multi-index i.

Proof. Assume f(κSN
, z), f(κN , z) and f(κX, z) the gf’s of umbral monomials corre-

sponding to SN , N and X respectively. According to (5), in the composition of f(κN , z)
with f(κX, z) the inner power series has to be a delta series, so that

f(κSN
, z) = f [κN , f(κX, z)− 1] = 1 +

∑
j≥1

gj
j!

[f(κX, z)− 1]j (9)

= 1 +
∑
j≥1

gj
j!


∑
i>0

 ∑
λ`i

l(λ)=j

(
i

λ

)
cλ

 zi
i!

 . (10)

The result follows by suitable rearranging the terms in (10).

An algorithm to implement in Maple equation (8) is available in [9]. In the following,
instead of using κSN

, we introduce the symbol κN.κX.

§When necessary, we explicitly write ci = ci(X).
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Definition 4. The umbra κN.κX is called umbral sum.

If P (N = n) = 1, then κn represents the sequence {1, n, 0, 0, . . .} and κn.κX represents
the cumulant sequence of Sn. The umbral sum is not commutative and the left-hand-side
unity is the umbra κu representing the sequence {1, 1, 0, 0, . . .}. Indeed from (9) we have
κu.κX ≡ κX.

Following Example 1, the advantage of the symbolic method consists in replacing the
r.v. N by a suitable umbra, allowing us to work with random sums not necessarily indexed
by a non-negative integer-valued r.v.

Definition 5. The umbra κα.κX is called generalized umbral sum.

The umbra κα.κX is a generalization of a random sum since its gf is a composition of
gf’s, as next proposition shows

Lemma 3. f(κα.κX, z) = f [κα, f(κX, z)− 1] = E (exp {κα[f(κX, z)− 1]}) .

Proof. The result follows from (10) as gj = E(κjα) for j ≥ 1.

Note that the last equality in Lemma 3 allows us to deal with the gf of a generalized
umbral sum as it was the exponential of a formal power series. Indeed if a conditional
evaluation is considered dealing with κα as it was a constant, the generalized umbral sum
κα.κX has exp {κα[f(κX, z)− 1]} as gf.

Corollary 1. The auxiliary umbra κn.κX represents the sequence {nci} with f(κn.κX, z) =
1 + n[f(κX, z)− 1].

Assume to replace C[A] with C[y][A]. Thanks to this device, sequences of polynomials
{pn(y)} can be considered as cumulants of what we call polynomial umbrae. As example,
let us consider the umbra κyu, denoted by κy to simplify notation. This polynomial
umbra represents the sequence {1, y, 0, 0, . . .} and its r.v. counterpart is Y such that
P (Y = y) = 1.

Corollary 2. The auxiliary umbra κy.κX represents the sequence {yci} with f(κy.κX, z) =
1 + y [f(κX, z)− 1].

More general fields C[y1, . . . , yn] can be considered, as done in the Section 4.

3. Cumulant polynomial sequences

The sequence {yci} ∈ C[y] in Corollary 2 is an example of polynomial sequence that
can be represented by a polynomial umbra. Polynomial sequences having a more general
structure are represented as follows.

Definition 6. If X is a random vector with i-th cumulant ci, then the i-th cumulant
polynomial of X is

Ci,X(y) = i!
∑
λ`i

yl(λ)

m(λ)!λ!

∏
j

c
rj
λj
. (11)
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If i = (2, 1) from (7), we have C2,1(y) = y3c0,1c
2
1,0 + 2 y2 c1,0c1,1 + y2c0,1c2,0 + yc2,1. The

name cumulant polynomial depends on the coefficients involving a sequence of cumulants.
In particular Ci,X(0) = 0, since l(λ) > 0 for all partition λ of a multi-index. Cumulant
polynomials Ci,X(y) are a generalization of complete Bell (exponential) polynomials [7].

Lemma 4. If KX(z) is the cgf of X, then
∑
i≥0 Ci,X(y)z

i

i! = exp {yKX(z)} .

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2, as Ci,X(y) are coefficients of the composition
of eyz and KX(z).

Remark 2. If X does not admit cgf, then we refer to formal cumulants (4), and instead
of writing Ci,X(y), we write Ci,µ(y) assuming the sequence {ci} represented by κµ ≡
(κ1, . . . , κd). In Lemma 4, instead of using KX(z) we refer to the formal power series
f(κµ, z)− 1.

Next theorem shows that Ci,X(y) are moments of special multivariate stochastic pro-
cesses.

Theorem 1. If {Xy}y≥0 is a multivariate stochastic process with independent and sta-
tionary increments, then Ci,X(y) = E[Xi

y].

Proof. For a multivariate stochastic process with independent and stationary incre-
ments [18], the moment generating function (mgf) φy(z) is such that φy(z) = exp{y[KX1(z)]},
with KX1(z) the cgf of X1. The result follows from Definition 6 and Lemma 4.

Corollary 3. If {X1, . . . ,Xn} are i.i.d. random vectors, then Ci,X(n) = E[(X1 + · · · +
Xn)i].

Example 3 (Merton’s Jump Diffusion Model). Let us consider the multivariate version
of Merton’s model [14], that is Xt = mt+Bt +

∑Nt
j=1 Y j with m ∈ Rd,Bt a multivariate

Brownian motion with covariance rate Σt,Nt a Poisson process with intensity rate λ and
{Y j} a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors with multivariate Gaussian distribution Y ∼
N(m̃, Σ̃). By using the Lévy-Khintchine formula [18], the mgf of Xt is exp{t[KX1(z)]}
with

KX1(z) = 〈m, z〉+
1

2
〈z, zΣt〉+ λ

∫
Rd−{0}

(
e〈x,z〉 − 1

)
ν(dx), (12)

with ν the multivariate (Lévy) measure N(m̃, Σ̃). By considering the Taylor expansion of
the integrand function in (12) we have

KX1(z) = 〈m+ m̃, z〉+
1

2
〈z, z(Σt+ Σ̃)〉+ λ

∑
i≥3

zi

i!
E
(
Y i
)
. (13)

From Theorem 1, moments of E[Xi
t] = Ci,X(t) are cumulant polynomials with {ci} coeffi-

cients of the formal power series (13).
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More in general, depending on what is plugged in the indeterminate y, cumulant poly-
nomial sequences give also cumulants. So they play a double role as the following theorem
proves for random sums.

Theorem 2. If SN is a random sum and ci = ci(SN ) is its i-th cumulant, then

E[Ci,X(κN )] = ci(SN ) and E[Ci,X(N)] = E[SiN ].

Proof. The first result follows from Lemma 2. The second result follows by observing
that f(N, z) − 1 is the cgf of a random sum, say ÑPo(1), indexed by a Poisson r.v. of
parameter 1 and involving independent r.v.’s identically distributed to N. So E[κi

Ñ
] =

E[N i] for all non-negative integer i. Let us consider the random sum SÑPo(1)
= X1 + · · ·+

XÑPo(1)
, shortly denoted by SÑ . Then we have to prove that ci(SÑ ) = E[SiN ]. The result

is true since KSÑ (z) = KÑ (KX(z)) = f(N,KX(z)) − 1 = f(SN , z) − 1, where the last
equality follows by observing that MSN (z) = MN (KX(z)) if M(·) denotes the mgf of SN
and N respectively.

In order to generalize Theorem 2 when the r.v. N is replaced by an umbra, we need to
introduce a special umbra, called the Bell umbra denoted by the symbol κβ. This umbra
has gf f(κβ, z) = ez and represents the sequence {1, 1, . . .}. Therefore the Bell umbra is the
umbral counterpart of a Poisson r.v. Po(1) of parameter 1 with mgf ee

z−1, whose Taylor
expansion has coefficients equal to the Bell numbers [6].

Theorem 3. Cumulants of the generalized umbral sum are E[Ci,X(κα)] = E[(κα.κX)i] for
all i ∈ Nd0 , and represent the cumulant sequence of {E[Ci,X(κβ.κα)]} according to (4).

Proof. The first result follows from Proposition 3, by comparing hi in (8) with

E [Ci,X(κα)] = i!
∑
λ`i

E[κl(λ)
α ]

m(λ)!λ!

∏
j

c
rj
λj
.

For the second equality, according to Proposition 3, f(κβ.κα, z) = exp (f(κα, z)− 1) and
the gf of {Ci,X(κβ.κα)} is the composition of exp (f(κα, z)− 1) and f(κX, z).

Corollary 4. E[Ci,X(κu)] = ci(X) and E[Ci,X(κβ)] = E[Xi].

Example 4 (Common Clock Variance Gamma). A common clock variance gamma model
[2] is a multivariate Lévy stochastic process subordinated¶ to a multivariate Brownian
motion Bt with covariance rate Σt. Two sources of dependence are superimposed by
using a univariate Gamma process Gt weighted by a d-dimensional drift θ. The resulting
multivariate Lévy process is Xt = θGt +BGt . Its mgf is

φt(z) =

(
1

1− ν〈θ, z〉 − 1
2ν〈z, zΣ〉

)t/ν
= exp

(
− t
ν

log

[
1−

(
ν〈θ, z〉+

1

2
ν〈z, zΣ〉

)])
.

(14)

¶A subordinated stochastic process {Yt} is the stochastic time of a different stochastic process {XT }, that
is T = Yt a.s..
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Consider the family {καt} with gf

f(καt , z) = 1− t

ν
log(1− z)

whose coefficients are { tν (i − 1)!}. Then the gf in (14) is of type (4) with κX̃ given in

Example 2 and X̃ ∼ N(θν,Σν). From Theorem 3 we have E[Xi
t] = E[Ci,X̃(κβ.καt)] with

f(κβ.καt , z) =

(
1

1− z

)t/ν
=
∑
i≥0

pi(t, ν)
zi

i!
and pi(t, ν) =

∑
λ`i

(
i

r1, r2, . . .

)(
t

ν

)
l(λ)

and (·)l(λ) denotes the lower factorial.

The homogeneity property of cumulants holds for cumulant polynomial sequences.

Lemma 5 (Homogeneity). If a ∈ C, then Ci,aX(y) = a|i|Ci,X(y).

Lemma 6 (Convolution). If {X1, . . . ,Xn} is a set of independent random vectors then

Ci,X1+···+Xn(y) =
∑

(i1,...,in)∈Nd0
i1+...+in=i

(
i

i1, . . . , in

)
Ci1,X1(y) · · · Cin,Xn(y).

Proof. Due to the additivity property of multivariate cumulants

exp [yKX1+···+Xn(z)] = exp

[
y

n∑
i=1

KXi(z)

]
=

n∏
i=1

exp [yKXi(z)] . (15)

The result follows by using the multinomial expansion.

Example 5 (Multivariate natural exponential models). The symbolic method allows us
to represent not only formal power series related to mgf’s or cgf’s but also families of
distributions functions, as for example natural exponential families (NEF). Indeed, let Θ
be the largest open set in Rd for which E[e〈θ,X〉] <∞. The NEF generated by X is

FX(θ) = exp {〈θ,x〉 −KX(θ)} , θ ∈ Θ,

with KX(θ) the cgf of X. Then FX(θ) admits an expansion in formal power series such
that

FX(θ) =
∑
i≥0
Ci,x−X(1)

θi

i!
∈ C[[θ]]. (16)

Indeed due to the property of semi-invariance for translation we have Kx−X(θ) = 〈x,θ〉 −
KX(θ) and equation (16) follows from Lemma 4. Since

MX(z) = E[e〈x,z〉] = exp {KX(z + θ)−KX(θ)}}
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moments of NEF can be recovered from cumulant polynomial sequences as shown in the
following. Extend coefficient-wise the evaluation E to C[A][[z]] in order to have

f(κ, z) = E
[
e〈κ,z〉

]
= E

[
e〈κ,(z−θ)〉e〈κ,θ〉

]
= f(κ,θ) +

∑
i>0

ci,θ
(z − θ)i

i!
(17)

where ci,θ = E
[
κie〈κ,θ〉

]
. Equation (17) is the Taylor expansion of f(κ, z) with initial

point θ so that we can define an umbra κθ representing the sequence {ci,θ} such that
f(κθ, z) = 1 + f(κ, z + θ) − f(κ,θ). Choose K(z) as f(κ, z) − 1, then E [Ci,Xθ(κβ)] =
E[Xi]. Some remarks on further developments of this approach are added at the end of
the paper.

4. Multivariable generalizations

A first way to generalize cumulant polynomial sequences to the multivariate case is
when a summation of indeterminates y1 + · · · + yn is plugged in Ci,X(y) and polynomials
on the ring C[y1, . . . , yn] are considered. A multinomial expansion of Ci,X(y1 + · · ·+ yn) is
given in the following theorem and the proof follows the same arguments given in Lemma
6.

Theorem 4 (Multinomial property).

Ci,X(y1 + · · ·+ yn) =
∑

(i1,...,in)∈Nd0
i1+...+in=i

(
i

i1, . . . , in

)
Ci1,X(y1) · · · Cin,X(yn).

Corollary 5. Let Pn(i) be a set of augmented matrices‖ such that Pn(i) = {λ = (λ1| . . . |λn) :
λj ` ij for j = 1, . . . , n and i1 + · · ·+ in = i}, then

Ci,X(y1 + · · ·+ yn) = i!
∑

λ∈Pn(i)

yl(λ1)
1
· · · yl(λn)

n

m(λ)!λ!

∏
j

c
tj
λj

(18)

where tj is the multiplicity of λj in λ.

Proof. Let us consider two multi-index partitions λ1 ` i1 and λ2 ` i2 such that
λ1 = (λr11,1,λ

r2
1,2, . . .) and λ2 = (λs12,1,λ

s2
2,2, . . .), then∏

j

c
rj
λ1,j

∏
j

c
sj
λ2,j

 =
∏
j

c
tj
λj
,

where λ is the augmented matrix obtained by appending (λ1|λ2). Then equal columns
are grouped in such a way that any λj appears once and tj gives the number of column

‖An augmented matrix is a matrix obtained by appending the columns of two or more given matrices.
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vectors equal to λj in λ. Moreover we have m(λ)! = m(λ1)!m(λ2)! and λ! = λ1!λ2!. This
construction can be extended to the multi-indexes (i1, . . . , in) involved in the multinomial
property 4 giving the augmented matrix (λ1| · · · |λn) and the set Pn(i). The result follows
from the multinomial property 4 making the multiplications on the right-hand-side of

Ci,X(y1+· · ·+yn) =
∑

(i1,...,in)∈Nd0
i1+...+in=i

i!

∑
λ1`i1

yl(λ1)

m(λ1)!λ1!

∏
j

c
rj
λ1,j

 · · ·
 ∑
λn`in

yl(λn)

m(λn)!λn!

∏
j

c
sj
λn,j

 .

From Theorem 3, if we replace κα with 〈κβ,y〉, where y = (y1, . . . , yn) and κβ =
(κβ, . . . , κβ′), then Ci,X(y1 + · · ·+ yn) are cumulants of a multivariable generalized umbral
sum.

Corollary 6. Ci,X(y1 + · · ·+ yn) = E[(〈κβ,y〉.κX)i].

Example 6 (Multivariate Compound Poisson r.v.). If ai ∈ R is plugged in yi for i =
1, . . . , n, then Ci,X(a1 + · · · + an) gives the i-th multivariate cumulant of a random sum
SN1

+ · · ·+SNn , where SNi = X i,1 + · · ·+X i,Ni
with {X i,j} independent random vectors

i.d. to X, and with Ni(ai) independent Poisson r.v.’s of parameter ai for i = 1, . . . , n.

A further generalization of the multivariable cumulant polynomial Ci,X(y1 + · · ·+ yn)
is when r.v.’s (or umbrae) are plugged in y1, . . . , yn. If these r.v.’s are not independent we
have

E [Ci,X(Y1 + · · ·+ Yn)] = i!
∑

λ∈Pn(i)

cλ(Y )

m(λ)!λ!

∏
j

[cλj (X)]tj

with cλ(Y ) the joint cumulant of Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn) of order (l(λ1), · · · , l(λn)).

Example 7 (Photocounting). Let N = (N1, . . . , Nn) be a Poisson random vector with
random intensity I = (I1, . . . , In). Then the i-th cumulant polynomial E[Ci,〈N ,1〉(I1 + · · ·+
In)] represents the i-th cumulant of a mixed Poisson distribution with random parameter
I1 + · · ·+ In. When I is the diagonal of a Wishart random matrix then 〈N ,1〉 is employed
in photocounting [5] and gives the number of electrons ejected by n pixels hit by a certain
number of light waves.

Let us consider again Theorem 4 and assume to choose different independent random
d-tuples X1, . . . ,Xn as indexes of cumulant polynomials on the right-hand-side of (4).
These new polynomials are said multivariable cumulant polynomials.

Definition 7. The i-th multivariable cumulant polynomial is

Ci,(X1,...,Xn)(y1, . . . , yn) =
∑

(i1,...,in)∈Nd0
i1+...+in=i

(
i

i1, . . . , in

)
Ci1,X1(y1) · · · Cin,Xn(yn). (19)
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Theorem 5. The gf of the multivariable cumulant polynomial sequence is

∑
i≥0
Ci,(X1,...,Xn)(y1, . . . , yn)

zi

i!
= exp

 n∑
j=1

yjKXj (z)

 .

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4 since the right-hand-side of (19) is the i-th
coefficient of the following product [11]∑

i1≥0
Ci1,X1(y1)

zi1

i1!

 · · ·
∑
in≥0
Cin,Xn(yn)

zin

in!

 .

Example 8 (Multivariate Hermite polynomials). Let us consider multivariate Hermite
polynomials Hi(y,Σ), orthogonal with respect to the multivariate Gaussian density with
0 mean and covariance matrix Σ of the full rank d. The gf of {Hi(y,Σ)} is∑

i≥0
Hi(y,Σ)

zi

i!
= exp

{
〈y, z〉 − 1

2
〈z, zΣ〉

}
.

Let us consider the following two random vectors. The first Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn) built with
r.v.’s i.i.d. to a r.v. Y with P (Y = y) = 1 so that KY (z) = 〈y, z〉. The second is
X ' N(0,Σ) with 1

2〈z, zΣ〉 = KX(z) according to Example 2. Then we have

Hi(y,Σ) = Ci,(Y ,X)(1,−1).

If correlated r.v.’s Y1, . . . , Yn are plugged in the indeterminates y1, . . . , yn, then

∑
i≥0

E
[
Ci,(X1,...,Xn)(Y1, . . . , Yn)|Y

] zi
i!

= exp

 n∑
j=1

YjKXj (z)

 , (20)

where E[ · |Y ] is the conditional mean with respect to Y .

Corollary 7. If KY (z) is the cgf of Y and {KX1
(z), . . . ,KXn(z)} are cgf ’s of X1, . . . ,Xn

respectively, then∑
i>0

E
[
Ci,(X1,...,Xn)(κ1, . . . , κn)

] zi
i!

= KY [KX1
(z), . . . ,KXn(z)] , (21)

with κY = (κ1, . . . , κn) the d-tuple representing joint cumulants of Y .

Corollary 7 gives a way to compute the multivariate Faà di Bruno’s formula. In partic-
ular the composition in the right hand side of (21) corresponds to the composition (5) with
h replaced by KY and fi replaced by KXi . Since the multivariate Faà di Bruno’s formula
gives the coefficients of multivariate compositions, according to Corollary 7 these coeffi-
cients correspond to Ci,(X1,...,Xn)(κ1, . . . , κn) that can be computed by using Definition 7
and Lemma 2. Note that Definition 7 highlights the additive structure of the formula.
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4.1. Sampling and symmetric polynomials

The polynomials {Ci,X(y1 + · · · + yn)} are symmetric in {y1, . . . , yn}. Different sym-
metric polynomials can be obtained as follows. For lightning the notation, we assume
d = 1. If {X1, . . . , Xn} are independent r.v.’s then

E[(κX1y1 + · · ·+ κXnyn)i] = yi1E[κiX1
] + · · ·+ yinE[κiXn ]

from the additivity property of cumulants. Moreover, if {X1, . . . , Xn} are also i.d. to X
then

E[(κX1y1 + · · ·+ κXnyn)i] = E[κiX ]si (22)

with si the i-th symmetric power sum in the indeterminates {y1, . . . , yn}, that is si =∑n
j=1 y

i
j . In particular, we have f

(
κX1y1 + · · ·+ κXnyn , z

)
= exp

{∑n
j=1[f(yjκX , z)− 1]

}
.

Sequences represented by κX1y1 + · · · + κXnyn give sample statistics in {X1, . . . , Xn}, as
shown in the following corollary. Its proof follows from Corollary 4, using (11) and (22).

Corollary 8.

Ci,〈X,y〉(1) = E[(X1y1 + . . .+Xnyn)i] =
∑
λ`i

i!

(1!)r1r1!(2!)r2r2! · · ·
∏
j

[cj(X)sj ]
rj . (23)

Thanks to (22), power sum symmetric polynomials are special cumulant polynomial
sequences involving cumulants of r.v.’s. Next example shows that elementary symmetric
polynomials are special cumulant polynomial sequences too, having a representation simi-
lar to the left hand side of (22), but depending on umbrae that do not have a counterpart
within r.v.’s.

Example 9 (Elementary symmetric polynomials). Elementary symmetric polynomials in
the indeterminates {y1, . . . , yn}

ei(y1, . . . , yn) =
∑

1≤j1<j2<···<ji≤n
yj1yj2 · · · yji

are special cumulant polynomial sequences. Indeed we have [11]

∑
i≥0

ei(y1, . . . , yn)
zi

i!
=

n∏
j=1

(1 + yjz) = exp


n∑
j=1

log(1 + yjz)

 .

Observe that 1+log(1+z) is the compositional inverse of ez = f(κβ, z). Denote by κβ<−1>

the umbral monomial such that f(κβ<−1> , z) = 1 + log(1 + z), then

∑
i≥0

ei(y1, . . . , yn)
zi

i!
=

n∏
j=1

exp
{
f
(
yjκβ<−1> , z

)
− 1
}
.
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Having gf as (15), elementary symmetric polynomials are cumulant polynomial sequences.
Then the sequence {ei(y1, . . . , yn)} is umbrally represented by κy1β<−1> + · · ·+ κynβ<−1> ,
since [11]

n∏
j=1

(1 + yjz) = exp

{∑
i>0

(−1)i−1(i− 1)!si
zi

i!

}
.

Note that the second cumulant of β<−1> is negative.

Equation (23) allows us to recover the definition of cumulants of random matrices, as
given in [10] by using different arguments.

Definition 8. If {X1, . . . , Xn} are correlated r.v.’s representing the eigenvalues of a ran-
dom matrix A, then the sequence of cumulants {ci(A)} of A is such that

E
{

[Tr(A)]i
}

= Ci,A(n) = i!
∑
λ`i

nl(λ)

(1!)r1r1!(2!)r2r2! · · ·
∏
j

[cj(A)]rj , (24)

where Ci,A(·) is the i-th cumulant polynomial (11).

Let us motivate Definition 8. In (23), assume to replace y1, . . . , yn with 1. Then we
have

E[(X1 + . . .+Xn)i] = i!
∑
λ`i

nl(λ)

(1!)r1r1!(2!)r2r2! · · ·
∏
j

[cj(X)]rj . (25)

If {X1, . . . , Xn} are correlated r.v.’s representing the eigenvalues of a random matrix A,
then E[(X1 + . . .+Xn)i] = E

[
Tr(A)i

]
. If we compare (24) with (11), from Lemma 3.2 the

gf of {Ci,A(n)} is exp[nKX(z)] = MX(z) with MX(z) the mgf of X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and
z = (z, . . . , z). Then Definition 8 states that cumulants of A are the cumulant sequence
of the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of MX(z).

Corollary 9. The i-th cumulant of A is ci(A) = Ci,A
(
1
n

)
.

Proof. The result follows as KX(z) is the composition of 1 + z
n and logMX(z).

By using Definition 8 of cumulants of a random matrix, we prove that cumulants
of simple random samples do not depend from the size. This property explains why
k-statistics∗∗ have the property to be natural statistics†† [10].

Simple random sampling may be performed as follows: consider the matrix AX =
diag(X1, . . . , Xn) of i.i.d.r.v.’s and an orthogonal matrix P with the (i, j)-entry (P )i,j =
δi,σ(i), according to a given permutation σ ∈ Sn, with Sn the symmetric group and δi,j the
Kroneker delta. Assume to delete the last n −m rows in P. Then Pn−m is a rectangular
matrix such that Pn−mP

T
n−m = Im and P Tn−mPn−m 6= In. The random matrix AY such

that AY = Pn−mAXP
T
n−m is a diagonal matrix, AY = diag(Y1, . . . , Ym), whose elements

correspond to a simple random sample drawn from (X1, . . . , Xn).

∗∗k-statistics are unbiased estimators of cumulants.
††A statistic T is said to be natural if for each m ≤ n the average value of Tm(·) over random samples
(Y1, . . . , Ym) drawn from (X1, . . . , Xn) is equal to Tn(X1, . . . , Xn).
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Theorem 6 (Simple random sampling). If m ≤ n then Ci,AY
(
1
m

)
= Ci,AX

(
1
n

)
.

Proof. Since the trace is invariant under permutations, first observe that [Tr(AY )]i =[
Tr(AX P̃ )

]i
with P̃ = P Tn−mPn−m. From (24), we have Ci,AY

(
1
m

)
= Ci,AX P̃

(
1
m

)
and

∑
i≥0
Ci,AX P̃

(
1

m

)
zi

i!
= exp

{
1

m
KAX P̃

(z)

}
. (26)

Let us observe that ci(AX P̃ ) = ci(AX)mi from (22), because of Tr(P̃ ) = m. There-
fore KAX P̃

(z) = KAX (mz) = 1
n logMAX (mz). Since X1, . . . , Xn are i.i.d.r.v.’s then

MAX (mz) = (MAX (z))m and KAX P̃
(z) = m

nKAX (z). The result follows by replacing
the last equality in (26).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a new family of polynomials, the cumulant poly-
nomial sequence, and proved that they are a very adaptable tool having applications in
probability and statistics and allowing us to deal with both cumulants and moments.

The connection with exponential models (Example 5) opens new fields where cumulant
polynomials can be fruitfully applied, in dealing with distribution functions instead of
number sequences. Some steps in this direction was made in [3], but since then the
umbral theory has been enriched with many tools and more can be done not only by
using the approach here proposed but also extending the analysis to multivariable Sheffer
polynomial sequences, which are cumulant polynomial sequences too.

Indeed, formal power series as FX(θ) in (16) involve multivariable Sheffer polynomial
sequences as shown in the following. Keeping the notation with the parameter θ, a mul-
tivariable Sheffer polynomial sequence {si(θ)} has gf of type∑

i≥0
si(θ)

θi

i!
= g(θ) exp {K(θ)} ∈ C[[θ]]. (27)

In [1], a theory of multivariable Sheffer polynomial sequences is introduced when g(·) is a
univariate gf. Since in the ring C[[θ]], there exists a formal power series K̃(θ) such that

g(θ) = exp
{
K̃(θ)

}
, then multivariable Sheffer polynomial sequences {si(θ)} are special

multivariable cumulant polynomial sequences, having gf of type exp
{
K̃(θ) +K(θ)

}
. An

interesting problem, which deserves further developments, is to investigate NEF models
for which the variance function has a particular form taking advantage of Sheffer expan-
sion (27). In Example 5 recall that if m = K ′

X
(θ) is the mean vector and ψ(m) is its

inverse, the variance function is the composition K ′′
X

(ψ(m)) with K ′′
X

the Hessian matrix
of KX(θ). A connection between variance functions and Sheffer polynomial sequences has
been investigated in [3] for the univariate case. Its generalization to the multivariate case
is still an open problem and we believe that multivariable cumulant polynomial sequences
can be fruitfully employed to carry out such characterizations.
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